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1. POLICE STATION CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
OF AUGUST 28, 2018 – Attachment
2. FEEDBACK RECEIVED AT COMMUNITY WORKSHOP AND THROUGH
THOUGHTEXCHANGE – Attachment
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Police Station Citizens Advisory Committee
MINUTES
Tuesday, August 28, 2018
6:00 P.M., Hughes Center – Padua room
Present: David Burgdorf, Richard Chute, Harold Gault, John Jocelyn, Aundre Johnson,
Matthew Jones, Jim Keith, Matthew Magilke, Anthony Nelipovich, Elizabeth Pfau, Katharine
Rosacker, Joyce Sauter, Sally Seven, Jess Swick, John Watkins; City Manager Tara Schultz,
Assistant City Manager Colin Tudor, Chief Shelly Vander Veen, Captain Aaron Fate, Finance
Director Adam Pirrie, Assistant to the City Manager Jamie Harvey, and Sr. Administrative
Assistant Lisa Amaya
Not Present:
1. WELCOME BY MAYOR NASIALI
Mayor Nasiali welcomed the Police Station Citizens Advisory Committee (PSCAC) members
and thanked them for applying and taking on the task of identifying the next steps in moving
forward with the police station. Mayor Nasiali opened self-introductions by Committee
members, and afterward he thanked them for volunteering their time to bring forward some
solutions on the station.
Staff made self-introductions.
City Manager Schultz commented on the importance of doing something to improve the
situation for staff who work in the police station, and she encouraged station tours for
Committee members who haven’t yet taken one. She hopes the Committee will work hard to
bring forth a recommendation to the City Council about which direction to go and how to get
there.
2. PROJECT HISTORY – Staff Report
Assistant City Manager Tudor presented his report, recapping the history and analysis of
options for a new police station. The two charts included with his report compared the two
ballot measures and addressed major considerations and outstanding issues moving forward,
as well as the next steps required.
City Manager Schultz addressed a question related to whether the City has identified why
people voted “No.” She said she would provide an update on the election after Mr. Tudor has
presented his report, but that the information hasn’t been pulled yet for the City Council to
discuss.
Mr. Keith commented on the $750k pledge from the Colleges, and Mr. Tudor clarified that
going forward there’s no specific guarantee for the $1.5M.
Assistant City Manager Tudor said staff wanted to provide the Committee with the framework
and highlight the main concerns they heard during the election, and why residents voted “No.”
He commented said staff has different criteria now for the City Yard, and it will cost
approximately $25-30k to get the architect’s conceptual ideas for that site. That topic is
tentatively scheduled for the October 17 meeting. He stated there is no funding mechanism
selected on moving forward; the prior committee was split on the method; both the parcel tax
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and GO bond measures failed. There’s no perfect solution, but it really comes down to trying
to find what the majority will support. Staff can present different financing configurations of
mechanisms at a future meeting. He added that the Committee will discuss financing options
at their February 19 meeting. The Finance Committee will be looking at future financial
opportunities for the City and their work is set to be completed by January. The Committee
will have an opportunity to review their analysis then and evaluate both in context.
Finance Director Adam Pirrie responded to questions related to a special tax and if a utility
tax was considered. Assistant Manager Tudor added that the City has a Utility User’s Tax in
place, but staff hasn’t looked at raising that and dedicating the difference to the Police
Department.
Chief Vander Veen responded to questions related to whether it was possible to put Records
or other staff in prefabricated buildings. This item can be discussed later as well.
Mr. Keith said he would like to add covered parking and solar systems to the community
questions that staff will present in the future. He’s not certain it’s essential to getting the new
building started. He wondered if grants were an option, how much it would cost, and if there
were other options.
City Manager Schultz said staff will note everyone’s questions and bring back the information.
She said the solar panels Mr. Keith referenced were included in the last plan in the parking lot
area to help offset energy costs.
Mr. Jocelyn requested a copy of the codes/standards for the jail, asked what could be
grandfathered in, and wanted to know the consequences of failing to meet those codes.
Additionally, he asked what assets the City had that could potentially be sold to fund the
station.
City Manager Schultz asked if the Committee had any questions related to what happened in
the past.
Assistant City Manager Tudor, Finance Director Pirrie, and City Manager Schultz responded
to Mr. Magilke’s question related to the analysis of the current station and clarified which
architect completed it. Mr. Magilke commented on the timing of when the City Yard was built
because at that same time there was the need for a new station. He commented on the 2003
increase in sanitation fees, which will end in 2020 and wondered if a decrease in sanitation
fees would allow for an increase in other fees to help fund a new station. He believed this
could potentially avoid a new tax to residents.
City Manager Schultz opened public comment on any of the historical information that
Assistant City Manager Tudor presented.
Mayor Nasiali explained to the audience that the City Council decided to make the Committee
a Brown Act Committee to allow for public comment.
Public Comment:
John Turner, a major proponent for a new station, said he voted “no” because of three
concerns with the project costs: architect and engineering fees ($1.5M), technical construction
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consulting fees ($1.4M), and construction management fees ($1M). He believed they were
significantly out of line. He wanted to express his concerns now because he’ll be out of town
during the community feedback meeting. He asked that the Committee review these three
fees carefully.
City Manager Schultz said staff could provide them with a copy of the breakdown that Mr.
Turner referenced.
Jack Blair, resident, commented about McLaren, Wilson & Lawry’s research for the Padua
site years ago and asked staff if Upland ever provided them with the information on the gravel
pits. He also expressed support for a sally-port to be included in the new station.
Mayor Nasiali commented on keeping public comment to a reasonable limit.
City Manager Schultz shared that Assistant City Manager Tudor and Chief Vander Veen put
together the material for the Committee and if they needed more information, to feel free to
ask staff.
3. UPDATE ON RESIDENT SURVEY – Presentation
City Manager Schultz provided an update on the polling process. After the election, staff
contacted three different companies to look at gathering information on what happened, as
well as how staff can gather information on the ideas and recommendation the Committee will
make to the City Council. Staff is negotiating with one of the companies they contacted,
Thought Exchange, and anticipates presenting it at the September 11 City Council meeting.
She noted that the School District was successful in passing their measure and they used a
three-phased process. The public outreach process is important because it allows staff to
reach into people’s homes and at the same time it’s convenient for residents.
Staff is also looking at another company for statistical analysis of what happened in the last
election. Staff will keep the Committee informed.
4. PLANNED SCOPE/SCHEDULE OF THE COMMITTEE – Handout
City Manager Schultz said their next meeting, September 26, will be a community meeting to
solicit residents’ feedback on why they voted the way they did. There was some good
information during the Committee application process, so if staff reaches out to the
community, she believes we’ll have some good participation and it will be helpful to the
Committee as they move forward.
City Manager Schultz responded to questions/comments related to targeting the residents
who didn’t vote; finding a different financing mechanism; having a better public relations
system; ensuring the message gets to all the voters because it’ll be a Presidential election
with high voter turnout; station tours should be sold better; consider a good public relations
firm to better sell why a new station is needed – focus on how good the Police Department is;
the disconnect with the community on understanding why a new station is needed, do they
need this, and how much is it going to cost; what the scope of the committee is; addressing
the timing of an election; is it proper for the ad hoc committee to “sell” a new station; the
“scare” tactics of the Yes on SC campaign; the decision to build the City Yard as opposed to
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a new station; the Golden State Water issue, and that the exchange between the community
and City staff would be beneficial.
City Manager Schultz said the next step is to look at the schedule. She reiterated the
September 26 meeting will be held to solicit the community’s feedback. Then, at the October
17 meeting staff will bring back information on the analysis of the current building and look at
the environmental analysis as well.
City Manager Schultz responded to questions related to the environmental analysis.
Chief Vander Veen responded to Ms. Sauter’s question related to the OSHA complaint the
Department the received and said she could bring the complaint back to the Committee. Ms.
Sauter expressed concerns about potential liability issues.
Mr. Keith suggested getting an overview of the City Yard option before spending $20k on an
engineering evaluation. The committee can then determine which direction they’d like to move
forward. Mr. Gault echoed his comments.
City Manager Schultz said at the October 17 meeting, the Committee will discuss the current
building and proposed building. And they can review the City Yard facility, which was
suggested during feedback received from the community during the Committee’s interview
process. She explained that the previous $50M bond measure was to build new and not use
the current building.
City Manager Schultz responded to Mr. Burgdorf’s questions related to why the City Council
formed another ad hoc committee so soon after the last measure failed. He believed it’s
counterproductive.
Chief Vander Veen responded to Mr. Jones’ question related to which location the Department
would like the station built.
Mr. Magilke said they need to find the most cost-effective way to get this done and if it’s the
City Yard option then that’s where the station should be. If it’s a cheaper option, it’s a good
location to review. He also believed this option would appeal to voters.
5. FEEDBACK FROM COMMITTEE ON ADDITIONS/CHANGES TO SCOPE – Committee
Discussion
City Manager Schultz continued with the meeting timeline. She said the Committee would
review the items they requested and discuss funding options in February. She explained that
the Finance Committee will be looking at future financial options and will be taking into
consideration any items that require voter approval. After that, staff will see where we’re at
and bring back further information, the polling results, and wrap up the Committee’s
discussions.
Staff would like to get the Committee’s feedback on any topics they’d like to focus on.
City Manager Schultz and Assistant City Manager Tudor responded to Mr. Watkins’ questions
related to the how far staff drilled down into the construction costs. They also responded to
questions related to who hired the engineering and architectural firms.
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Committee’s Questions/Comments:
• Were the fees for construction costs, labor assessments, and prevailing wage
considered?
• How was solar going to be paid (cash sale or lease?)
• What percentage of costs is for aesthetics?
• Was the engineering firm hired by the City? What about the architect?
• Requested insight as to why the City leadership believed the last vote failed.
• Provide an overview of a typical process that would move from interaction with staff,
to architect and conceptual plans, and actual construction plans.
• Revisit the jail aspect - the costs for keeping the jail versus farming it out.
• Requested information on how the different precincts voted on the two measures.
• Is there any way to quantify the services the Colleges use because 3% doesn’t seem
to make sense.
• Look at voting patterns and try to analyze them because of the different results from
the precincts.
• Education is key, not just for the community, but with Committee members as well.
There is a great deal of material that they would benefit from reviewing.
• Service level statistics. Look at some sort of metric for a large-scale event and what
the responsibility for the PD would be for the Colleges under those circumstances and
how it would relate relative to other needs in the community.
• Since the Department doesn’t scale back in different seasons, take a snapshot of time
when the Colleges are fully occupied.
• Re-evaluate the percentage of service calls to the Colleges – a few Committee
members believed it’s probably higher.
• What is the drop off numbers when the College students aren’t in session?
• Requested clarification on the budget and conceptual plans because it seemed
backwards. How specific will City staff be with the plans/budget before residents vote?
• Make the plan a competition bid process for the architectural and engineering firms, to
get the best possible proposals for the final plan.
• Referencing articles in the Courier, the calculations were misleading because
equipment, property, etc. weren’t factored into how much it would cost per square foot.
• Identify the key elements. Don’t slim down the costs just by paring estimates.
Identifying the key elements should be done before the other details and the design of
the station. The architect in question has experience building right next to an operating
station and brought it under budget.
• Is too much time being spent on the costs? Does staff know if that’s the reason they
rejected the plan?
• Ensure that the final cost of a new station is communicated to residents, the press,
and wherever it’s posted because during the last election residents miscalculated the
numbers. It may have generated more “No” votes.
• What exactly are essential services? What isn’t?
• What is a need to have? What is a want to have?
• What’s required under law?
• What does it mean to be accredited?
• Explore why we’re not proposing a sales tax?
• Expand social media in order to reach the community where they’re at – a large part
of the community is missed by not tapping into social media.
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Chief Vander Veen responded to questions related to holding individuals in custody for 96
hours. She said staff can evaluate to see if it’s worth the cost to book and relocate individuals
to another city. Chief Vander Veen also responded to questions related to evaluating the
statistics for calls for service at the Colleges. She said the calls for services were based on
location.
Assistant City Manager Tudor explained how the budget is put together and how
contingencies are factored in. For both measures, staff estimated the maximum amount. In
terms of fitting within the budget, part of the concern last time was size, location, and cost.
The question to the committee at that time was, “What cost would residents approve?” and
that’s what was requested of the architect.
Assistant City Manager Tudor clarified the costs per square foot on the first proposal. He
explained that the architect was selected because they’ve worked on similar projects and they
understand what the Department needs in a station. It doesn’t necessarily mean the contract
will go to that firm. He also explained the City’s bid process for large projects. Referring to
the architectural firm the City is currently using, he said they have experience and decisions
can be made more quickly because they don’t have to start from the beginning. Moving
forward, there will be some competition with the firms.
Mr. Nelipovich wondered whether too much time is being spent on the costs, and Ms. Seven
questioned whether residents really understood how much the parcel tax would’ve cost
because there was a lot of false information out there. Ms. Seven believed that had residents
known exactly how much they would pay, more of them would have supported the measure.
Mr. Watkins believed there would have been more of the younger families opposed to the
measure.
Assistant Manager Tudor responded to Mr. Jocelyn’s comment related to still having debt
service if they’re under budget, by stating the City wouldn’t bond for more than they need to,
and the final cost is determined before it goes to voters. The bond would be specifically tied
to the project and approval of the bond doesn’t require that full amount is issued.
City Manager Schultz asked if there were any other items the Committee had questions on.
City Manager Schultz opened public comment. Seeing none, public comment was closed
6. ELECTION OF CHAIR / VICE CHAIR – Committee Discussion
Mayor Nasiali opened the floor for nominations for Chair.
Mr. Jocelyn nominated Mr. Watkins; he declined.
Mr. Watkins nominated Mr. Magilke for the position of Chair; seconded by Mr. Jocelyn.
City Manager Schultz noted the nomination had a first and second for Mr. Magilke as Chair
and she asked if he accepted the position. Mr. Magilke accepted and was unanimously voted
as Chair.
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Mr. Jocelyn nominated Mr. Gault for the position of Vice Chair; seconded by Ms. Pfau.
After some discussion on Chair and Vice Chair nominations, City Manger Schultz explained
the motion process for the position of Chair. There was no further discussion on Mr. Magilke’s
nomination.
On a 10-1-4 vote, Committee members appointed Matt Magilke as Chair.
Nominations were opened for the position of Vice Chair. Mr. Gault volunteered for the Vice
Chair position; seconded by Mr. Johnson.
On a 14-1 vote, Harold Gault was appointed as Vice Chair.
Chief Vander Veen shared that earlier there were some requests for station tours and she will
ensure that an email is sent to the Committee with some dates for group tours. Individual
tours will be scheduled, if needed.
In response to Mr. Gault’s request to have staff send out Committee members’ email
addresses, City Manager Schultz cautioned against it because the Committee falls under the
Brown Act. To avoid violating the Brown Act, staff will blindcopy (BCC) emails to the
Committee so that they can’t generate any conversations. She added that any
requests/questions can be sent to her and staff will share that information with the entire
Committee.
Mayor Nasiali suggested having a staff person summarize the Brown Act for the Committee.
City Manager Schultz said staff will send it to Committee members.
Chair Magilke adjourned the meeting at 8:27 p.m.

Matt Magilke, Chair
ATTEST:

Lisa Amaya, Sr. Administrative Assistant

Police Station Public Engagement

Summary report of results from 9/26/18 – 10/11/18

City of Claremont
Bevin Handel, Public Information Officer

Police Station Public Engagement

Executive Summary
The City of Claremont seeks community input on the
future of the Claremont Police Station. To engage the
public, the City hosted a community workshop and
launched Thoughtexchange, an online public
engagement platform in September 2018. This report
summarizes the public engagement results from the
workshop and Thoughtexchange for September 26 –
October 11, 2018.
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Police Station Public Engagement

Summary of Community Workshop
The Citizens Advisory Committee held a
community workshop on September 26, 2018 at
the Joslyn Community Center. Approximately 20
members of the public attended along with
members of the Police Station Citizens Advisory
Committee, and City staff.
Workshop attendees were asked to sit at one of
six tables. The tables were divided into three
topics with two tables per topic. The topics were:
•
•
•

Financing
Past Ballot Measures
Station Design/Department Needs

At the beginning of the workshop, City Manager Tara Schultz gave an overview of the workshop
format and explained the purpose of gathering community feedback.
Following the City Manager’s instructions, attendees were asked by staff facilitators to share
their opinions and suggestions. Committee Members were asked to listen to the public’s
comments but to refrain from guiding the discussion. After 15 minutes, attendees were asked to
switch to a table with a different topic. After attendees went to each topic table, the staff
facilitators were asked to give a summary of the comments and discussion items at their table.
Several common themes emerged in each group in each topic.

FINANCING

DESIGN & NEEDS

PAST BALLOT MEASURES

•Fairness & Equity
•College Contribution
•Reduce Cost of Station
•Consider Sheriff Contract

•Reduce Cost & Size
•Can Station be Renovated?
•First Station concept was too big
•Eliminate non-essential features

•Transparency & Trust
•Need for more Public Relations
•First concept too big & expensive
•Didn't like finance mechanism

Attached are the staff facilitator notes from the workshop.
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Table Topic Main Themes
FINANCING
Fairness & Equity
The attendees had a variety of opinions on the past financing mechanisms. Support was split on
the General Obligation Bond (GO) and Parcel Tax. Several attendees felt the GO Bond was unfair
to young families and new property owners. Others felt the Parcel Tax was unfair to older
residents and benefited businesses. A few attendees expressed that there is no financing
mechanism that will get everyone’s support.
Many attendees wanted to use other taxes, such as sales tax, a tax on alcohol, utility tax, or
service based tax to pay for the station instead of or along with a property tax. Others suggested
using multiple financing mechanisms to piece together a financing package.
College’s Contribution
A majority of attendees felt the Colleges should contribute to the construction of a new station.
Many felt the $750,000 was too little and the argument that it represented the 3% calls for
service was weak. Other attendees want to see a PILOT (Payment in Lieu of Taxes) or TOT
(Transit Occupancy Tax) tax from the Colleges. A few attendees felt the Colleges need to do a
better job of working with the community and publicizing the contributions the Colleges make
to the community.
Reduce Cost of Station and/or Financed Amount
Several attendees wanted the City to evaluate the cost of the station and reduce it to include
only what is necessary. The majority of attendees did not feel a gym was needed. Other
attendees questioned the estimated costs and felt they were too high compared to other
construction or other cities’ stations.
Sheriff Contract
Several attendees asked for a comparison of costs between the costs to have a City police
department with the LA County Sheriff. Opinions were mixed on this suggestion. Many
attendees did not think the Sheriff’s provided the same level of service and did not like the idea
of not having a station in Claremont. Others supported contracting out services if it was cost
effective.
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STATION DESIGN & DEPARTMENT NEEDS
Reduce Cost and Size of Proposed Station
Attendees had various opinions on the design and cost of the station. Issues raised by attendees
included possible reuse of the station or other City facilities, reducing size of the building, and
reducing costs to reach $20 million.
A few attendees did not like the last proposed design and wanted it scaled down or “stepped”
down.
Renovation or Reuse of Station
Several attendees questioned the report that the existing station cannot be renovated. They
would like additional study to see if the existing station could be modified or reused. Also
discussed was the possibility of moving the department to another City facility or moving the
EOC, impound lot, or other functions off-site. A few mentioned using industrial buildings.
Several attendees wanted to know why the City didn’t maintain the station or fix it in phases.
First Station Concept Was Too Big
All attendees felt the 2015 station concept for $50 million was too large and too expensive. This
initial concept hurt the public’s perception and affected how voters viewed the 2017 station
proposal, which was half the size and cost. Several attendees felt that they do not believe the
City and do not trust the information from the City.
Elimination of Non-Essential Features
Almost all attendees wanted the City to eliminate any no-essential features to reduce the size
and cost. The gym was brought up by many attendees as something that could be eliminated or
suggested the City partner with a local gym. The community room was also brought up as not
necessary.
Attendees also wanted the City to analyze the future size of the department when planning for a
new station. Also, attendees felt the public does not understand the standards and why the
station needs to be built to essential services standards.
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PAST BALLOT PROPOSALS
Transparency and Trust
Attendees felt that the information coming from the City was not completely truthful
considering the condition of the existing station, possibility of renovating, and cost to build a
new station. Several attendees cited the Council’s handling of the water lawsuit and condition of
the City’s budget as contributing to this distrust. A few attendees felt a change in leadership will
help the public’s perception of a bond in the future.
Many attendees did not like the tactics used in the campaign to scare voters or position voters
who did not support a bond as anti-police.
Several attendees wanted an engineering study from a different firm with all reports made
public.
Need for more Public Relations (P.R.)
Many attendees felt there needed to be more P.R. around the Police Department and felt many
residents did not know or care about a new station. A few residents wanted the City to be more
direct in their information and work on building a relationship with the community. A few
attendees felt there needs to be different people heading the campaign and residents have to
advocate instead of City employees. Overall, attendees said residents need to be involved to get
a higher voter turnout.
First Concept For Station Was Too Big And Expensive
Attendees mentioned the first measure was too expensive and that the proposed station was
too large. It would cost homeowners too much. Many attendees felt this damaged the public’s
trust in the information coming from the City. There is distrust in the messages coming from the
City because they do not know what to believe.
Did Not Like Funding Mechanism
Attendees were divided in support of the various funding mechanisms. This affected how they
voted in the elections. Many supported a new station, but not the way it was funded. Attendees
felt the contribution from the Colleges should be higher and the cost should be shared by
residents, businesses, and organizations.
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Summary of Thoughtexchange
The City Council directed staff to research and hire a company to survey the community. Staff
presented a proposal by Thoughtexchange, an online engagement platform that allows
participants to suggest ideas and rate other participant’s ideas.
The City launched Thoughtexchange at the Community Workshop on September 26, 2018. The
Exchange was active from September 26 to October 15, 2018. The community was invited to
participate through social media, Nextdoor, the City website, local newspapers, direct emails to
all City email lists, and website notifications.
The exchange asked the question “What perspectives should the City consider when moving
forward with the Police Station?”
Following the close of the exchange, Thoughtexchange will compile a report of the results for
the Citizens Committee’s review.
The City will conduct several more exchanges to delve deeper into issues and suggestions.
A preliminary report from the first exchange will be given to the Committee at the meeting on
October 17, 2018.
Attached are the Thoughtexchange results as of October 11, 2018.
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September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]

Police Station Citizens Advisory Committee Meeting (PSCAC)
Police Station Community Workshop

FINANCING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GO Bond is unfair to new property owners
We should try to collect TOT from the Colleges for the students in the dorms
PILOT from the Colleges
We should be looking at multiple sources of funding rather than just one source
Lots of concerns about the fairness of any mechanism
Unfair with flat amount percentage
Does parking lot square footage count when calculating a per square foot parcel tax (for
example, car dealerships)
GO Bond is better
Not the best fight to have with the Colleges
Other partnerships could be established with the Colleges that might offset other costs
for the City and free up money to dedicate to the police station
Non-tax options for funding need to be further explored.
Break off the financing into multiple sources
Either tax will fail again
Find creative ways to raise revenue without taxes
Colleges need to pay
Security provided by Campus Safety should be considered
Neither proposal was perfect
We need to better understand and publicize the Quantity of City assets going to the
Colleges
Take donations and sell naming rights
Parcel tax by square foot but exempt non-profits with a side deal with the Colleges to
pay their share
TOT from the Colleges for students
Consider the sales of City parks for funding to build the station
Consider the Conversion of other city facilities
Tax on alcohol so some of the overall burden is not on the homeowner
Multiple sources of funding
Explore the option of a City income tax
Taxes that are tied to police services and equity
Financing General Comments
Financing was muddled
o Original scope of $50 million was wrong
How did we get from $50 million to $25 million, planning went astray
Bond at revised cost of $20 million
Reuse existing facility
Bond or reduction in services
Building can be reused
Financing dependent on revised project
Residents don’t care as long as project is feasible
Square foot parcel tax to save cost for newer residents
Need maximum participation by Colleges

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inequality of GO Bond
$50 million too much
Flat parcel tax is equitable
Not a property tax – use sales tax, utility tax, other source
Square foot parcel tax is fair
Negative view of property tax – hard to pass, automatic rejection
Colleges need to pay more
Need to finesse financing to get passed

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]

STATION DESIGN & DEPARTMENT NEEDS
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The cost difference between Measure PS Parcel tax & Measure SC G.O. Bond. This
difference (50 million to 25 million) was not explained. All table discussions centered on this.
Consistent topic brought up.
The City Council could not be trusted considering poor decisions in the past, like water
district issues. People just didn’t trust government spending plans and felt that the scope of
project was unwarranted or inflated. City Council not prudent with money so trust was/is
low. Each table brought this up.
One person said that a bigger facility equated to the department higher more people to fill
the space. Otherwise more spending and taxes.
Northside residents would have to pay more – they voted “no” due to this. Perception was
that it was unfair.
Resident wanted to know if the industrial buildings on Monte Vista were explored. Re:
Ontario or Chino PD.
Three attendees thought size was fine and trusted previous Ad-Hoc Committee. They voted
“yes.”
The plan was not specific enough. Needed more details to make a decision. She voted no.
This same resident did not know where to find the plan to review.
 Explain specs better – did not feel that it was explained enough to vote “Yes.”
Scope of Project was too big for the City. Claremont does not need such a large facility.
Community room was not needed – why is this essential? It is a Police Department and not
a community center. Label it as “training room” if that is what it is.
The Department could have done a better job explaining what they do each day. For some,
they just don’t know why they need their own PD or the necessity for a modern facility.
During a station tour, the facility looked unorganized and cluttered. Neither was it well
maintained. Why was it so “messy” on station tours.
Would employees keep new station clean and well maintained? Did not understand why
lockers would be outside.
Was the EOC (inside station) needed if we have such an elaborate mobile EOC – this
needed to be explained. Otherwise, why do we need both.
Label spaces to be built or upgraded on new plan. Otherwise, mixed use space like the gym
would be identified and not seen as unreasonable/necessary.
NO GYM (every group)
A gym is unnecessary and should not be considered on plan. Most felt that officers needed
to exercise on their own. One said he was concerned they would work out on duty.
Most understood why it needed to be built to 1.5 times building standard, but did not
understand costs associated. Otherwise, what areas needed to have this rating.
LA Co Sheriff’s contract should have been disclosed for voters – She felt it was brushed
over and would have helped voters decide one way or the other.
No comparisons to other stations were brought forward. One gentleman looked on the
Internet and found other stations were built for much less. Square foot costs seemed
inflated by Claremont’s proposal.
Why not just retrofit current station?
Response was “They Can’t” due to building study that shows it was not up to current
standards.

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artist rendition was poor and not matched to area of current facility. Not Claremont type of
building.
“NextDoor” was how information was received.
How PD presents information to the community. We do need a multi-story building, but
stepped back. More welcoming to the community. Design.
Impound lot size, impound lot off-site. Regional impound lot, regional dispatch center.
Move the EOC off-site.
City didn’t do a great job of getting the story out to the community.
Liked the idea of having a gym.
Second opinion on structural design – to add on to existing building. Independent contractor.
Need to get off of the discussion of poor facility conditions. Maybe City didn’t do
maintenance and that has contributed to the overall decay.
Where do fault lines lie?
Does facility have to remain centrally located? Maybe Claremont Village South? Trading
because of value of property.
As a homeowner, are we going to be better protected? What is the value for resident?
Costs for finished products inside facility are reasonably priced.
Possibility of building in phases?

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]

PAST BALLOT MEASURES
What issues affected your vote?
First Ballot Measure:
• Didn’t like location, amount, finance mechanism. Still voted yes because we need a new
station.
• Liked that it was the same cost for everyone.
• Seemed inflated, police weren’t asked if they needed it, financing was ok.
• Too expensive, poor location (gravel pit), too far out of the center of the City, earthquake
hazard on the rock quarry.
• Concerned about the location, but voted yes because knew it was needed.
• Financing was not fair.
• Flawed proposal. Should never have gone for a vote. Everything was wrong.
• Voted no because the City “blew it.”
• Flat parcel tax is not fair.
Second Ballot Measure:
• Didn’t like that new residents to the City have to pay more.
• Didn’t like the funding mechanism.
• Funding mechanism was not fair to new residents – needs to be paid for in a different
way.
• One person felt deceived and lied to. He was undecided until he went to the open house.
He asked if “Pay to Stay” was looked into as a possible revenue source for the station
and was told yes. Later, he asked Betty Crocker about it and she said she had never
heard of that. When he toured the lunch room, he was told that the employees eat lunch
in there but the jail meals are also prepared in that room. He later found out that wasn’t
true and that the jail meals are brought in. This is why he voted no.
• $145 a year to people on fixed incomes is a lot.
• New residents were going to have to pay too much.
• Didn’t like the design. Thinks it can be scaled down a bit. Just need white walls, and the
other stuff can be added later.
• People on Nextdoor were opposed because they didn’t know how we were spending
their tax money.
• Didn’t like the funding mechanism. He believes the City made up numbers for the
Colleges contribution of $750,000.
• Don’t like the way the campaign was run – scare tactics.
• Liked the location and design, financing was better.
• A newer Claremont resident said he didn’t like the funding mechanism. He said if new
residents were the ones to absorb the majority of the cost, that won’t work if houses
aren’t selling and that is the projection.
• Lot of great things, maybe some fluff. Finance mechanism was unfair.
• Why wasn’t a utility tax considered? That would be assessed uniformly. Need an
alternative to a property tax. 2/3 majority is hard to get.
• Voted yes – the committee did a lot of hard work.
• City leadership was dishonest and sent out mixed messages. Voters want to be talked to
intelligently – none of this misinformation. Need a change in City leadership.
• Joe Lyons’ letter to the Courier didn’t help the situation. People respect Katherine and
the Courier, and that probably is why the measure failed.

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]
•

•

Need to know that the community is financially solid now and in the future. With PERS
costs and water issue, we need to do it within our means or find creative ways to finance
it.
Need to be satisfied with the financing. Don’t hit the new residents so hard. Need to
recognize different property values.

General Comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are not anti-police, even if we voted no on both measures.
It’s obvious we need a new station, but the facility needs to be within our means.
Do more the entice people into the process.
Southeast Claremont precinct voted against it. Families would have been hit harder
there.
Major problem is that the perception is that if you voted against it, you are anti-police and
it doesn’t have anything to do with that.
Most people won’t come to meetings – same people always come.
Families are voting no and no one knows why.
One African American person in one person’s neighborhood voted no because he has
not been treated well by police.
Voted no because the police don’t do anything for me
There is a disconnect with residents.
Needs to be paid for in a different way.
One Committee member asked a facilitator to share with City Administrators that of the
six Committee members at the table, only three voted yes for past measures.
We need a station, it’s just a matter of where and how to pay.
Industrial/Commercial businesses need to pay more.
Colleges need to put up more money. They should put in a substantial amount based on
the amount of property they encompass.
Think it can be done cheaper.
Complaint about spending $500k for new police vehicles.
A new station is needed because of the probability of having another earthquake, which
is why resident supported both measures. Concerned that too much focus is on
financing and not the safety of a new station.
What kind of facilities does Campus Safety have?
Explore the cost of going with the Sheriff’s Department: PERS will bankrupt future
generations; voters want to know if it’s cheaper; what services will they provide?
Financing wasn’t fair – should be shared equally; Colleges should pay more.
A new station is debatable – resident believed new officers and supervisors would have
to be hired if a bigger station was built.
How much more efficient is a new station going to be?
Station tours seemed “staged” (station was crammed and messy).
Thick ceiling that was mentioned could also be with any building.
Find the best back-up system.
Move the EOC and build a facility for female employees (most women who work there
don’t wear uniforms).
Doesn’t believe the City got their “story” right; employees were overconfident with the
station tours.
How many days does a PD employee work? Are their work hours efficient?
Regarding arrests - Claremont is a peaceful town compared to other towns, it’s good.
Supported the GO Bond because he wouldn’t have to pay much (older gentleman) – the
cost didn’t matter to him.

September 26, 2018 [NOTES FROM COMMUNITY WORKSHOP]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to get the best we can for our money and the future.
Cost comparison for switching to Sheriff’s.
Maybe the Sheriff’s wouldn’t need a building; they could use one of their own and be offsite.
Lack of trust with City/PD employees
Older residents would pay half the cost with a GO Bond – some would pay $15/month.
Opposition to any tax.
Water issue caused more distrust and there was no real openness about a new station.
PD would be hiring more employees in the future with a bigger station.
More transparency is critical.
Would like quicker response from staff in getting answers.
Upcoming election has propositions on taxing and it’ll give staff an idea on how people
will vote.
Prefers station to be in center of town.
Station in first proposal was too big.
Parcel tax in first proposal wasn’t fair.
Supported second measure, favored GO Bond and working with Colleges for annual
contribution.
PD/City should run a better campaign.
Lower voter turnout.
Present two options: bond or reduction in services.
More outreach to educate residents.
Be consistent, be pointed with outreach and build a relationship with residents ASAP –
PR thing.
Get people involved – there was a real disconnect.
First proposal didn’t address what officers want in a new station.
Distrust with second proposal?
$50M proposal was just too much.
No need for more community rooms in Claremont. Opposed the first measure because
of the community room – it was a “Police Palace.”
After first proposal, credibility was an issue moving forward.
Residents have to advocate for a new station, not City employees.

TO P T H O U G H T R E S U LT S 1 0 / 1 1 / 1 8

City of Claremont
City of Claremont

Q1 What are some important perspectives we need to
consider before moving forward with the new police
station?
The colleges pay their fair share They have the
4.9     
most revenue City of Claremont

( 15  )

Ranked #1 of 192

The Colleges need to contribute a monetary
amount that is larger than they have
promised to in the past. The colleges take up a
large land area, own many buildings including
many residential and bring many people to
Claremont. They need to contribute more
City of Claremont

Cost is important. Some voters weren't
convinced that the cost has been pared down
to the bare bones. City of Claremont

4.8      ( 14  )
Ranked #2 of 192

4.8      ( 10  )
Ranked #3 of 192

Appeal to voters with facts, numbers, stats,
and truths pertaining to the construction of a
building only. This isn't about love or hate of
4.6     
police. The tactic of making false equivalencies
Ranked #4 of 192
like "those who don't support a bad deal are
anti-cop" is a gross tactic and auto-disqualifier
for many voter City of Claremont

( 31  )
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Funding mechanism The funding mechanism
needs to be seen as fair, not regressive, and
apply to all stakeholders in the community.
City of Claremont

4.6     
Ranked #5 of 192

All property owners in Claremont - the
Colleges, buisnesss and residents - should
contribute their fair share. The most recent
4.5     
failed bond measure burdened homeowners
Ranked #6 of 192
unfairly. Businesses and the College rest on the
police department and their services too.
City of Claremont

The Colleges need to be NEGOTIATED
STRONGLY WITH to pay no less than the
$4M+ they would have had to pay if the other
financing option was used. The argument they 4.4     
only make X% of the calls, and therefore pay
Ranked #7 of 192
X% of the cost is bogus. By that logic, my % of
calls would have me pay a few bucks. City of
Claremont

Shared burden Need to more equitably
distribute the costs, including to the colleges
City of Claremont

( 30  )

4.4     

( 24  )

( 26  )

( 25  )

Ranked #8 of 192

Businesses need to contribute their fair share
to the police station. Business benefit from the
safe environment a good police station and
4.4     
police force provides. Claremont should not be
Ranked #9 of 192
a free ride for the businesses. City of
Claremont

The police station design and costs need to be
scrutinized and put to competitive bid.
Claremont City leaders damaged their fiscal
4.3     
credibility by wasting $10 million dollars on
Ranked #10 of 192
the water scheme. Voters are skeptical of city
budgets. City of Claremont

( 20  )

( 20  )
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Financing method is important. Some voters
objected to the two methods tried before.
City of Claremont

4.3     
Ranked #11 of 192

Equality in paying the cost of the building home
owners, business,colleges, tax free
4.2     
organizations. If all chip in less for everyone.
Ranked #12 of 192
City of Claremont

While it is important to design for future
needs, we need to be frugal in the cost. Design
with an eye toward future expansion and
4.2     
additions. People are tax and assessment
Ranked #13 of 192
weary as there are so many on our property
tax bills. Contrary to what's initially promised,
they never go away. City of Claremont

We have to have a fee that is viewed as
equally supported. There has to be buy-in
from the colleges and businesses. City of
Claremont

Funding for the police station needs to be
allocated fairly. The previous bond collected
taxes based on Prop 13 home assessments,
making newer home owners carry more than a
fair share. City of Claremont

We need to determine the cost of upgrading
all or any part of the current police station to
pass current earthquake standards.
Opponents stated that they believed that the
station is safe as is, or that portions can be
saved at a cost savings. City of Claremont

( 10  )

4.2     

( 38  )

( 34  )

( 33  )

Ranked #14 of 192

4.2     

( 20  )

Ranked #15 of 192

4.2     
Ranked #16 of 192

( 10  )
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Full transparency is needed in regards to
WHO is assessing the current stations'
habitability and WHO is being awarded the
4.1     
contract to build. Are there any conflicts of
Ranked #17 of 192
interest? Is bid process open for review? Make
all pertinent info available for review in easy to
navigate manner on web City of Claremont

The college's, a group of for-profit businesses,
must be made to participate in the funding of
this venture as they benefit and use these
4.1     
resources. Students live, study, and work on
Ranked #18 of 192
and off campus... They ARE Claremont and use
these resources just as any other resident Regardless of campus cops. City of Claremont

We would like to support a new station, but as
newer homeowners, we take the brunt of
many new taxes/bonds on top of a high
mortgage. It's becoming financially difficult to 4.1     
Ranked #19 of 192
live here. State/local govts are constantly
asking for more money. Makes us question
govt fiscal responsibility City of Claremont

City residents have a negative reaction to
raising property taxes and they should
because there is a real fairness issue. The
financing has to be more fair, such as a utility
tax that is not dependent on historical
residency. City of Claremont

The cost of a new station must be shared
equitably by all stakeholders -- including the
colleges, other non-profits and businesses. I
voted against both initiatives - the last one
because the burden was being placed entirely
on property owners through property taxes.
City of Claremont

( 40  )

( 40  )

( 40  )

4.1      ( 36  )
Ranked #20 of 192

4.1     
Ranked #21 of 192

( 34  )
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Having everyone who potentially uses the
Police Services help pay their fair share.
Homeowners aren't the only ones who use the
police department. Renters, business owners,
colleges etc. all use the police department.
City of Claremont

How to pay for it in a way that is as fair as
possible to as many people as possible. This is
the best way to get 67% of the vote. City of
Claremont

4.1     
Ranked #22 of 192

4.1      ( 32  )
Ranked #23 of 192

Present comparisons of Claremonts proposed
station to other recent police station
construction build specs and costs in similar
sized towns/cities. Prove to residents whom
4.1     
are being asked to open their wallets for the
Ranked #24 of 192
next 25-40 years that their money is being
used in a responsible manner. City of
Claremont

The first proposition was to place the station
in a bad place for way too much money. Most
homeowners do not trust the city counsel's
decision making after the botched attempt to
take over the water company. City of
Claremont

4.1     

( 30  )

( 25  )

Ranked #25 of 192

The station should remain in the same
location it which it currently is. It should be
easily accessible, close to metro link and
4.1     
buses. It should be at the heart of the
Ranked #26 of 192
community not far from transportation. City
of Claremont

The next measures' purpose should be easily
identified on the signage. Calling a measure
"PS" and then defining it as "Public Safety" is
disingenuous. Be honest and upfront with
what it is you are trying to pass. If it can't pass
on it's own merit, people shouldn't be fooled
into it -Creates distrust City of Claremont

( 33  )

4.0     
Ranked #27 of 192

( 15  )

( 40  )
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Need greater participation from colleges. Top
rated in the USA. More money in endowments
that the city has in bank accounts. They need 4.0     
buy in. Colleges draw public which use city
Ranked #28 of 192
resources. Excuse of having their own security
does not fly. City of Claremont

We need to make sure that those who aren't
100% rah rah are not painted as being less
"pro police" than the cheerleaders. We need
everyone's support and vote. It does no good
to have an "in crowd" and the "rest of the
people." City of Claremont

Keep the cost down Fair funding mechanism
City of Claremont

4.0     

( 38  )

( 34  )

Ranked #29 of 192

4.0      ( 32  )
Ranked #30 of 192

Seismic safety is important. Lives are at risk,
and we'll need the police in a disaster. City of 4.0     
Claremont
Ranked #31 of 192

Interesting that some of our polite comments
have been deleted. Isn’t this about sharing our
opinions? City of Claremont

I get that there are technologies and
improvements that need to be added,
however it can't be about a fancy new
building It needs to be about the work that is
done inside and the people City of Claremont

The Colleges need a City that is safe and
attracts students just as the City benefits
from the presence and benevolence of the
Colleges We need to work together. Get all
the Colleges involved individually. Find areas
of mutual assistance that will help reach a
comprehensive solution. City of Claremont

4.0     

( 10  )

(8 )

Ranked #32 of 192

3.9     

( 40  )

Ranked #33 of 192

3.9     
Ranked #34 of 192

( 40  )
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The face of the campaign needs to be
perceived as a supporter, but someone open
to other's thoughts and feelings. Ditch the
cheerleaders. City of Claremont

3.9     
Ranked #35 of 192

City priority for more than 10 years, but no
money saved. Even if something passes by the
3.9     
voters, there will be a need to fund a portion of
Ranked #36 of 192
the project with money set aside solely for this
purpose City of Claremont

Financing through property taxes is not the
way to go. Property taxes are based on
assessed value, which in Prop 13 terms means
that newer residents pay a disproportionate
amount of the cost. City of Claremont

( 35  )

( 34  )

3.9      ( 34  )
Ranked #37 of 192

Don’t scare people to get them to vote It’s the
old Claremont way and it’s outdated City of 3.9     
Claremont
Ranked #38 of 192

Stop conflating a demand for a sensible,
future based development with being "pro" or
"anti" police. Everyone wants a good police
3.9     
force, but the plans put forward previously
Ranked #39 of 192
have appeared to be expensive, outsized, and
ill-focused on the future. City of Claremont

City needs to explain clearly how a new
station will better help officers response time
and improve safety. They already have
3.9     
updated Patrol cars. Simply stating it will
Ranked #40 of 192
improve safety is not enough. Specifically how
will they better so their job with a new facility.
Also, find better funding City of Claremont

( 32  )
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I believe the 2 propositions lost because it put
the vast majority of the financial burden on
the homeowners. We are already
3.9     
overburdened with taxes. It is almost
Ranked #41 of 192
unaffordable to live in Claremont. City of
Claremont

After 14 yrs. of Police Commissions
&committees & 2votes(15 & 18). Take the
best of all plans. Best location is Bonita at
25M. Best funding plan is A Parcel Fee;mean
cost per parcel is $120 yr. EVERYONE. Pays,
even colleges. If colleges renege charge a
"student safety fee" per student while in ci
City of Claremont

3.9      ( 13  )
Ranked #42 of 192

We need a justification for the gym to be
included. What is the cost and how many
additional officers will use it? What is the cost 3.9     
of disability? Opponents claimed it was
Ranked #43 of 192
expensive ($2 million!) and a luxury. City of
Claremont

What level of policing services do residents
want/need? We have to make sure that
station has the right features and size to serve
our needs. City of Claremont

( 25  )

( 10  )

3.9      ( 8  )
Ranked #44 of 192

It does not matter where the police station is
located. When assistance is needed, officers
on patrol respond. They are not waiting at the
3.8     
station. We are a small town, but not so small
Ranked #45 of 192
that we have to think like it is Mayberry and
Andy and Barney are sitting around the office
waiting for action! City of Claremont

That as much of the community as possible is
well informed by participating in the process .
The lack of past transparency has created
3.8     
distrust within the community. Without the
Ranked #46 of 192
communities approval, the station will not
change. City of Claremont
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There are other ways to raise funds other
than parcel taxes which would adversely
impact property owning non-profits other
3.8     
than the colleges. We should look at solutions
Ranked #47 of 192
that are creative. Perhaps some approach that
mixes a bond with some sort of agreement or
assessment of the colleges. City of Claremont

Why do the plans include an on premise data
center? Data centers are expensive to build
and maintain. Hosted and cloud options are
cheaper. City of Claremont

3.8     

( 41  )

( 41  )

Ranked #48 of 192

You need to justify every square inch of a new
station. City of Claremont
3.8     

( 41  )

Ranked #49 of 192

There are alternatives to building a new
police station. Adaptive reuse is one of those
approaches. It has been done successfully in
other cities. This could reduce the amount of
funds needed to build a new police station.
City of Claremont

3.8      ( 39  )
Ranked #50 of 192

Fair sharing of costs So as not to disadvantage
3.8     
anyone, and to gain approval for the bond.
City of Claremont
Ranked #51 of 192

Before the police station deliberations - we
need a vision of where Claremont will be in
2030 given changes in demographics,
technology, etc. When the current station was 3.8     
built in the 70's no one anticipated women
Ranked #52 of 192
officers so it wasn't built to accommodate
them. Try to anticipate the future! City of
Claremont

( 36  )

( 34  )
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Don't spend money on unnecessary frills,only
essentials. This will keep costs down. City of 3.8     
Claremont
Ranked #53 of 192

Tone of campaign Stop questioning the
motives or intelligence of those who raise
questions City of Claremont

3.8     

( 26  )

Ranked #54 of 192

The cost needs to come way down. The size of
the proposed station was to large. The
proposed extra space is not necessary. A safe
police station is what is needed. Having it look 3.7     
Ranked #55 of 192
amazing is not needed. Nice furniture is not
needed. Just the basics, a safe building. City
of Claremont

The proposed cost and size is to much. We
need to keep the building feesable for
everyone. Any dime that comes out of the
3.7     
public’s pocket is important to that person. The
Ranked #56 of 192
city of Claremont needs to respect that. City
of Claremont

City has past history of mismanagement to
live up to Unfortunately, 2 loses on police
station, water debacle and pension
commitments paint a negative backdrop on
any progress. City of Claremont

( 33  )

( 34  )

( 33  )

3.7      ( 22  )
Ranked #57 of 192

Hire a structural engineer, approved in
advance by the ad hoc committee, to evaluate
3.6     
the old station. Attacks on the engineer's
Ranked #58 of 192
qualifications & integrity must be eliminated.
City of Claremont

( 40  )
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The city demonstrated absolute
incompetence in its attempted take over of
the Golden State Water company. There was
no master plan that involved the probability of
success. The legal presentation was at best
childish and simplistic!! City of Claremont

Best bank for the buck Need a good station
but at cost we can bear City of Claremont

3.6     

( 40  )

Ranked #59 of 192

3.6     

( 39  )

Ranked #60 of 192

City needs to clarify how bond will help
Claremonters stay safe -- how improvements
to police station will let them do their job
better Need to convince a super-majority
City of Claremont

3.6      ( 38  )
Ranked #61 of 192

New station includes a gym. More proof to
back claims the city is not interested in
keeping this cost sensible. When i want to
work out i go to my home gym i bought. I dont 3.6     
Ranked #62 of 192
expect my employer to pay for that. Its their
responsibility as an employee to stay fit. City
of Claremont

For the amount of crime Claremont has
compared to other cities I don't know why it
needs to be so big. Should find areas to cut
costs and cut wants to focus on needs. City
of Claremont

Make the PD come up with a prioritized list
of its specific actual needs. It may well be the
case that the most urgent needs can be
accommodated with relatively modest
upgrades or annexes to the existing station.
City of Claremont
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3.6      ( 26  )
Ranked #63 of 192

3.6      ( 26  )
Ranked #64 of 192
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You shouldn't be asking WHERE in Claremont
we live. Who cares. We ALL are Claremont
residents who get benefit from the police
3.6     
station. If you're trying to do this to identify
Ranked #65 of 192
who should pay more than others. That's just
wrong. City of Claremont

The cost - always too high and always on the
homeowners. We are overtaxed as it is. City 3.6     
of Claremont
Ranked #66 of 192

That a bond for one public facilty should not
cost that much as was proposed for the police
station. It’s like half of measure G for one
3.6     
building. Because our General fund is
Ranked #67 of 192
projecting a defecit in coming years. Most
likely cutting services or raising sales tax.
Doesn’t make sense City of Claremont

City attitude is we know best and if not
involved in committee or elite group then you
know nothing. Because we continue to not
3.6     
believe the voters or those not in the
Ranked #68 of 192
Claremont in crowd. Democracy has prevailed.
Bring back in 5 years. City of Claremont

We need to determine which functions (EOC
trailer?) could possibly be moved to the City
Yard, so that space is available for less 2nd
3.6     
floor cost. It would probably increase the labor
Ranked #69 of 192
cost for traveling, but by whom, and what is
that estimated cost? It may be worth it. City
of Claremont

We need to develop the cost and the cost
savings from any improvements that are not
essential to continuing the police department
3.6     
operation. Shading the cars and covering the
Ranked #70 of 192
structures with solar panels increased the cost.
How much did it cost, and how much would be
saved each year? City of Claremont

( 26  )

( 17  )

( 11  )

( 10  )

( 10  )

( 10  )
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The most important concept here is that the
City of Claremont avoid financial insolvency.
3.5     
The city has persued foolish employment
Ranked #71 of 192
practices eg paying for the employee portion of
the retirement program. City of Claremont

The latest plan should be updated to make it
even better such as eliminating the server
farm and moving IT services to the cloud. The
next vote is 2020 and we should be building a
new police station based on the technology
that will be available in future years. City of
Claremont

3.5     

Policing is an evolving industry. Crime
prevention is a huge part of CPD’s mission.
The old building reflects outdated philosophy.
3.5     
Claremont’s infrastructure should be built
Ranked #74 of 192
with the future in mind. The community
approach to policing should be reflected in the
building, City of Claremont

The notion that a building any less than
modern/lush creates an unsafe Claremont or
officers unwilling, incapable, or seeking to
depart is misleading. MANY professions
require less than ideal working conditions so
let's use some perspective. Workers change
jobs for increase in pay/benefits typically.
City of Claremont

( 36  )

Ranked #72 of 192

City has lost our trust to be good stewards.
1st they say they need $50m. Then $25m is
enough. All while wasting $14m on
3.5     
incompetent water lawyers. How can we trust
Ranked #73 of 192
any of their decisions or arguments? City of
Claremont

I think the police department should be
viewed as a community asset and vital to our
health and safety. The police have knowledge
of the values and culture in the city. City of
Claremont

( 41  )

3.5     

( 35  )

( 34  )

( 33  )

Ranked #75 of 192

3.5     
Ranked #76 of 192

( 33  )
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Reducing small business and residential
burglaries is a priority that will best be served
by a local police force rather than county
3.5     
sheriffs. Response times are important, license
Ranked #77 of 192
plate readers and cameras are effective, and
we’ll still need a jail. City of Claremont

Working conditions need to be improved.
Women on the force deserve the same quality
of working conditions-lockers, changing rooms. 3.5     
Offices should be comfortable and conducive
Ranked #78 of 192
to productivity City of Claremont

Cost Taxpayers already burdened by several
state and local bonds City of Claremont

3.5     

( 32  )

( 26  )

( 25  )

Ranked #79 of 192

Making sure the new station values gender
equality. Not only equal locker rooms but a
gender neutral one as well. If nothing else we
need a new station so that women have equal 3.5     
Ranked #80 of 192
access. Now they have a shed as a locker room.
That is unacceptable in this day and age City
of Claremont

There are much more conservative ways to
correct the current stations shortfalls and
meet the needs of the future. The money
waste proposed on the prior plans are why I
couldn’t support them. Think not only of your
needs bit of the community around you also.
City of Claremont

3.5     

( 15  )

( 13  )

Ranked #81 of 192

Voters need to be able to calculate what the
station will cost them each year without
having to do research for information they do
3.5     
not know. Many voters overestimated what
Ranked #82 of 192
the station would cost them, since they thought
the words "assessed value" meant their
current home resale value. City of Claremont

( 10  )
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Being sure it is the facility we really need, for
now and the next, say, 50 years. Nothing
would be a bigger waste than going through all 3.4     
this - spending the cash, building the facility,
Ranked #83 of 192
PAYING INTEREST - and having it be subpar.
City of Claremont

Reuse the building at the current City Yard
for the police station. Move the Community
Services to modular buildings. Modular
3.4     
buildings would be cost effective for
Ranked #84 of 192
Community Services and do not require special
construction. City of Claremont

As someone new to the city and experienced
in politics and bond issues it seems that there
are fundamental issues here. How do you fail
at two bond measures? What happened you
need better professional help City of
Claremont

Look at other city assets that could be
attractive to a developer with City as a
partner. Or look at selling and investing,
Social enterprise can generate revenue.
Investment dividends can help to pay debt and
reduce taxpayer contribution. City of
Claremont

3.4     

( 41  )

( 39  )

3.4      ( 38  )
Ranked #86 of 192

( 36  )

3.4      ( 34  )
Ranked #88 of 192






1 

Ranked #85 of 192

We should not try to "keep up with the
Joneses" by building a monster like Montclair
has. The city property on Monte Vista across
3.4     
from the Claremont Club seems a good option
Ranked #87 of 192
to refurbish for the main police station. City
of Claremont

Local control is extremely important. We
retain the ability to influence policy as it
relates to both protection and enforcement.
City of Claremont

( 41  )
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This is not turning out well Claremont has
asked what we think and few are impressed
with the city's handling of this police station
matter. Will anything change? City of
Claremont

The City could charge the colleges a safety
fee per student for ongoing safety when the
student leaves the campus and enter the city
of Claremont Would the Claremont Club be
magnanimous and give free use of their
facilities to police officers? Solves the cut of
the gym. City of Claremont

3.4     
Ranked #89 of 192

3.4      ( 32  )
Ranked #90 of 192

Local control of law enforcement is important
to me, and we must have facilities that are
safe, functional, and appropriate for modern
3.4     
needs. Claremont is a community with unique
Ranked #91 of 192
and special qualities. We are best served by a
police force that understands its citizens.
City of Claremont

A thoughtful and inventive solution. The last
two proposals gave the appearance of bloated
pork barrel boondoggles. City of Claremont

There are 46 police departments in LA
County, many of which have older stations
than ours. They aren’t rushing to build new
facilities. What do they know that we don’t?
Let's find out before we borrow and spend
millions. City of Claremont

We simply need better leadership in this
town. Unfortunately, it’s unlikely to happen in
this election cycle. City of Claremont

( 33  )

3.4     

( 32  )

( 31  )

Ranked #92 of 192

3.4     

( 31  )

Ranked #93 of 192

3.4     
Ranked #94 of 192

( 31  )
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Facilities for diverse genders. Including
gender neutral facilities. The building should
have facilities for an increasingly diverse police 3.4     
department. The lack of facilities for female
Ranked #95 of 192
officers is appalling. City of Claremont

( 15  )

Features are important. The station has to
have everything it needs to do the job well.
City of Claremont

( 10  )

Location is important The first bond measure
failed partially because of the location. City
of Claremont

3.4     
Ranked #96 of 192

3.4      ( 10  )
Ranked #97 of 192

Pigs get fat and hogs get slaughtered. Keep
"the needs" in the plan and find another way
to solve "the wants." Give officers a gym
3.3     
membership rather than building one. Make
Ranked #98 of 192
the old facility a jail house. Upgrade technology
for document storage. Think outside of the
"new station" box. City of Claremont

Cut your spending elsewhere to pay for new
projects. That's what everyone else has to do.
Taxes are not the given you want them to be.
I'm tired of this state behaving like a school of
piranhas. A chip here, a chip there. In the end
I'm working to earn you money. That's
unreasonable. City of Claremont

With the continuing excessive pension that
sit now at about 40% up from 18% 6 years
ago. These are only going up and our
unfunded debt is more then City of
Claremont

3.3     

( 41  )

( 40  )

Ranked #99 of 192

3.3      ( 39  )
Ranked #100 of 192
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Property values are enhanced by a safe
environment. The owners benefit by attracting
3.3      ( 36  )
other residents intent on safety. City of
Ranked #101 of 192
Claremont
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Equitable funding. Scale of project. Why can't
we keep the current station for non-essential
3.3      ( 31  )
services and build on to the back of it? I don't
Ranked #104 of 192
believe a 45 year old building is obsolete.
City of Claremont
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The prior votes were not well thought out and
did not consider the needs of the city as a
3.3      ( 13  )
whole. There needs to be consideration of all
Ranked #105 of 192
of the city when considering how to move
forward. City of Claremont
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Type of bond measure is important. An
unrestricted bond needs only 51%, which it
could get (the last measure got 58%) more
easily than 2/3. City of Claremont
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Are there other options reducing the cost to
property owners? Sales tax? Alternative
options since 2/3 vote is difficult to obtain
City of Claremont

A weekly report in Courier and city.
Newsletter from police chief would give
everyone a better perspective of what goes
on each day or week. People want more info.
City of Claremont

Don't contract with the Sheriff. He has
discipline and recruitment problems. His
station would be outside of town unless we
build a new one for him. City of Claremont

3.3     

( 34  )

Ranked #102 of 192

3.3      ( 32  )
Ranked #103 of 192

3.3      ( 10  )
Ranked #106 of 192

3.2     
Ranked #107 of 192

( 41  )



































I don't think Claremont should participate in
an arms race (literally) with other cities'
stations. We need to focus on safety outcome 3.2      ( 41  )
Ranked #108 of 192
measures, not police goodies/perks City of
Claremont
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Everyone wants good, solid policing and
wants to feel safe. Not everyone wants to pay
for that unfortunately. If another bond is
3.2      ( 40  )
going to be considered, a much stronger
Ranked #109 of 192
marketing and public relations plan must be
developed and implemented to win people
over. City of Claremont
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If we can't arbitrarily get our employers to
give us raises so we can pay for extensions on
our houses then you can't do the same with
us. We have to live by working within our
means. So do you. City of Claremont
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Is someone going to explain in detail the
difference long term between local police
depts and county sherif coverage? Is there a
list of the most important parts of the new
facility. Any parts negotiable? City of
Claremont

It is important to the culture of Claremont to
maintain our own police force rather than to
contract out the services. The police facility
should be safe for the staff and clients. City
of Claremont

3.2      ( 40  )
Ranked #110 of 192

3.2     

( 38  )

Ranked #111 of 192

3.2     

( 36  )

Ranked #112 of 192

Employees in the Police Department are
working in uncomfortable, unsafe, below par
working conditions. the Work environment is 3.2      ( 33  )
very important. Our employees should be
Ranked #113 of 192
happy, comfortable and safe at work. So that
they can do their best work City of Claremont































Location The station needs to be centrally
located and close to the activity of the Village.
City of Claremont
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There are too many people that are still upset
over the water issue and are not willing to
3.2      ( 30  )
approve the police dept as a result. Not sure
Ranked #115 of 192
what the "damage control" should be because I
do not agree with them. City of Claremont
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The police station needs to be technologically
up to date and efficient. It needs to be able to
be easily updated as technology changes. If
3.2      ( 26  )
we build something of quality that can be easily
Ranked #116 of 192
adapted we will save money in the long run.
City of Claremont
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no new property taxes. property taxes are
already high. The city council should remodel
the old police station with the general fund
and not a new tax City of Claremont
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Community policing is more important now
than ever. It should be an approachable
building with other services available to the
community. You want the building and people
in it to be approachable. Maybe include a food
pantry, something to bring people in to help
increase trust. City of Claremont

Being burdened with a debt for a new station
for 30 years we can’t afford to staff it. Waste
of money. City of Claremont

3.2     

( 32  )

Ranked #114 of 192

3.2      ( 25  )
Ranked #117 of 192

3.2      ( 15  )
Ranked #118 of 192

3.1      ( 41  )
Ranked #119 of 192
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Creative ways to make upgrades that cost
less than construction of a new facility. City 3.1      ( 41  )
of Claremont
Ranked #120 of 192
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The fairest property tax will be based on
square footage, with exemption for
nonprofits and a contribution from the
colleges. This is most likely to gain the
necessary votes and is fair to newcomers and
small property owners. City of Claremont
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The need for a new station is clear. Our safety
cannot be properly maintained from a station 3.1      ( 41  )
that is not seismically sound among other
Ranked #122 of 192
deficits. City of Claremont
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We need a new station. This is a fact. Design
and financing are the questions. Lets agree on
a design, then we can share equally in paying
3.1      ( 41  )
for it. Property taxes didn't work. Lets find a
Ranked #123 of 192
new way to share in the costs. Everyone should
contribute their $250, just call it something
different. City of Claremont
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cost of the station paying for the station was
not fair. City of Claremont

3.1     

( 41  )

Ranked #121 of 192

3.1      ( 39  )
Ranked #124 of 192

The city needs to stop following the demands
of the Claremonsters. These folks believe they
3.1      ( 38  )
are the only ones entitled to determine the
Ranked #125 of 192
current and future direction of the city. City
of Claremont

I live in a home more than 100 years old. City
hall is nearly as old. Fix what we have first.
City of Claremont

3.1     
Ranked #126 of 192

( 31  )































Work smarter not harder - utilize the
intellectual capital in the community - stop
outsourcing to outside consultants who don't
know Claremont because its the right thing to 3.1      ( 31  )
do - it saves money and empowers
Ranked #127 of 192
stakeholders who have a vested interest in the
community - a win win situation City of
Claremont

Voters spoke twice already. They said no two
times. Can't you people take a hint? City of
Claremont

I support a new police station.
Claremont

3.1      ( 16  )
Ranked #128 of 192

City of

3.0     

( 41  )

Ranked #129 of 192

Keep the police station centrally situated in
Claremont. The central location of the police
( 41  )
station makes response times good for all parts 3.0     
Ranked #130 of 192
of Claremont and keeps the police in the heart
of the City. City of Claremont

Keep the station where it is now. The voters
soundly rejected a location not in central
Claremont. City of Claremont

When promoting the measure, focus on the
monthly cost per property, which will be
affordable. People who see how little it will
affect their lifestyle will be more likely to vote
for it. City of Claremont

The local police force is VERY expensive. It
has become too large and too costly relative
to the relatively small changes in the
population. City of Claremont

3.0      ( 41  )
Ranked #131 of 192

3.0      ( 41  )
Ranked #132 of 192

3.0      ( 40  )
Ranked #133 of 192
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I want to feel safe. It's for our peace of mind
and to save our lives. City of Claremont
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As a new generation with young kids fills the
homes of Claremont I hope they see the value
of an equipped police force At school we ask
3.0      ( 32  )
the police to be involved and help protect our
Ranked #136 of 192
children from possible school shootings and I
want them to be as prepared as possible.
City of Claremont
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This needs to be a parcel tax, where all
parcels pay an equal share of the total cost.
We all get the same benefit. We all should pay
the same. Period. I'm tired of the "well you
have more $ so you should pay more" attitude.
City of Claremont
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3.0     

( 35  )

Ranked #134 of 192

"We ask people to do a job. We need to give
them the tools to do it." To make the job
possible. City of Claremont

I like keeping the Police Station where it is
and I voted yes on the last Bond but no on the
first one. Cost factors are why they both failed
but the second one was much more realistic in
costs and design. City of Claremont

Is an on site gym a requirement? Would it
really be used? City of Claremont

3.0     

( 34  )

Ranked #135 of 192

3.0     

( 26  )

Ranked #137 of 192

3.0     

(9 )

Ranked #138 of 192

2.9     

( 41  )

Ranked #139 of 192

Can the city use a builting like the Alexander
Hughes Community Center as the city's police 2.9      ( 40  )
department? City of Claremont
Ranked #140 of 192




































Air BnB's are an issue. Instead of fighting it,
get a good ordinance in place. Require
business licenses, have standards and put a
TOT in place. Ordinance will de-incentivize
proliferation. Regulation will give relief to
other homeowners. TOT can be dedicated to
police station. City of Claremont

Old building is outdated Questionably safe.
TBD City of Claremont

2.9     

( 38  )

Ranked #141 of 192

2.9     

( 33  )

Ranked #142 of 192

Most residents don't know the condition of
the current station. Have open house on
Sundays duzring Farmers Market, invite
people to visit. Use your Volunteers to act as
hosts. City of Claremont

2.9     

( 32  )

Ranked #143 of 192

find a developer to fund the redevelopment
of the current location - they could lease it
back to the City and include tax revenue
2.9      ( 32  )
generating uses ! City needs to manage its
Ranked #144 of 192
property with care - not strap citizens with the
expense - the opportunity to reduce the deficit
+ fund the City is real City of Claremont

We need more people to really understand
the reasons a new PD building is needed.
There are people that look at the total cost
and ignore the need. If more folks understand
I think it would pass. City of Claremont
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2.9      ( 9  )
Ranked #145 of 192

For it's size and purpose, it should set the
standard for the area. Because it reflects on
2.8      ( 41  )
Claremont as a community. If law enforcement
Ranked #146 of 192
is important and valued, you cant have a joke
for a station. City of Claremont
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The current site of the police station could be
a revenue generator for the City. There are
higher and better uses for the property than a
2.8      ( 41  )
station. The City needs more quality hotels to
Ranked #147 of 192
house visitors. Partner with a developer to
build a hotel on the police station site and
generate revenue. City of Claremont
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we do not need one central police station any
more. We need several smaller decentralized
stations. Some of them could be mobile too.
2.8      ( 41  )
As communication speed increases, the
Ranked #148 of 192
slowest part is the deployment of police in any
area. A distributed network of smaller stations
may work. City of Claremont
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The current TOT is too low when comparing it
to other cities. The tax hit is not borne by the
2.8      ( 38  )
citizens but instead visitors. Raise the TOT
Ranked #150 of 192
and dedicate the assets to the police station.
City of Claremont
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The plan for a new 25,000 sq ft station is quite
good. More residents need to be made aware
( 36  )
of the plan and the benefits of having our own 2.8     
Ranked #151 of 192
CPD. A 2/3 vote requirement means the plan
has to "oversold." City of Claremont
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The city’s insistence on immediately revisiting
this issue after it was twice rejected is not
2.8      ( 39  )
helpful. City of Claremont
Ranked #149 of 192

We must pass a bond. The station is
inadequate for our safety and the safety of the
police. City of Claremont

With a main facility on Monte Vista, a
substation at the current location on Bonita
might be worth considering. City of
Claremont

2.8     

( 36  )

Ranked #152 of 192

2.8      ( 36  )
Ranked #153 of 192




































You guys need a better discussion forum than
this thoughtexchange site. The character
limitations are too restrictive and you can't
2.8      ( 34  )
comment on other people's thoughts. Set up a
Ranked #154 of 192
site to support posts and comments instead.
City of Claremont
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I totally support our local police and hope
They eventually are able to build the station
they need. to have a police force that is ready
for every challenge that this new world holds
we need to help prepare them. That includes a
station that is updat City of Claremont
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Approve new police station Desperately
needed City of Claremont

2.8     

( 31  )

Ranked #155 of 192

2.8      ( 22  )
Ranked #156 of 192

In the midst of all this, the city unnecessarily
replaced several perfectly good police cars
with very expensive vehicles. Not a good
decision to spend our money irresponsibly.
Buying cars while asking for $$ to buy a
building doesn’t demonstrate fiscal
responsibility. City of Claremont

Accessibility and approachability. A mixed
use space that has other community services
such as a tool library, CSA or other
community resources. This would bring in
many different users and make it more of a
community space and opportunity for people
to get to know their police personel. City of
Claremont

Property taxes are a more consistent source
of income than taxes on consumer spending
or business revenues. Property taxes should
fund the station. We need a reliable income
source to pay the annual bond obligation.
City of Claremont

2.8      ( 16  )
Ranked #157 of 192

2.8      ( 15  )
Ranked #158 of 192

2.7     
Ranked #159 of 192

( 41  )































we cannot afford the cost of a city police
department. City of Claremont

2.7     

( 41  )

Ranked #160 of 192

I just learned last week that a police
commissioner isn’t a police officer. I didn’t
know that the police worked for the city.
Spend time teaching us what the police do.
Why you call 911. Hours a police station is
open. What resources a police station offers.
City of Claremont

I'm for any changes or additions you want to
make -- provided you do not come to me or
my family to finance it. I am not your personal
bottomless checking account. City of
Claremont

Has the City looked at the property next to
the High school? The buildings could maybe
be used for PART of the police facility. The
groups now using The buildings could be
moved to the current police facility. City of
Claremont

Lack of recognition of need Comm. seems to
not recognize the liability that exists at the
current station;Potential litigation cost to the
community w/ nothing to show for it. City of
Claremont

2.7     

( 40  )

Ranked #161 of 192

2.7      ( 40  )
Ranked #162 of 192

2.7      ( 32  )
Ranked #163 of 192

2.7     

( 32  )

Ranked #164 of 192

What would Claremont being ranked as a top
safest city be worth? Glendale (8), Irvine (2)
and Thousand Oaks (3) are in the top 10 safest
2.7      ( 31  )
cities. A top 10 ranking HAS to be of real value
Ranked #165 of 192
to residents/homeowners. The effectivity of
the police - and their facility - contribute to
achieving that. City of Claremont
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City Hall open 4days a week for 10 hours each
day. What if the PD was moved to CityHall
and staff went to the old police station. What 2.7      ( 24  )
would be the Cost for this move? PDneeds a
Ranked #166 of 192
building. That is available 24/7 City of
Claremont
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Raise parking fines and impound fees to help
pay for the police station. Nickel and diming
for additional funding will decrease the
amount needed by taxing everyone. City of
Claremont
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2.7     

( 18  )

Ranked #167 of 192

Sustainability practices and standards to the
highest possible degree. This facility should be
2.7      ( 15  )
a model of sustainability through its use of
Ranked #168 of 192
wind and solar energy, as well as, gray water
and rain water capture. City of Claremont
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What would the cost be to have LA county
Sheriff provide police services for Claremont?
We need know what the alternative cost
2.7      ( 15  )
would be if Claremont contracted for Sheriff
Ranked #169 of 192
services. Short and long term costs must be
considered. City of Claremont
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We need to contract out to sheriffs
department. They already have full stafff in
place and are more effective and efficient.
City of Claremont
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Being prepared for mass shootings, terror
threats, and the very popular downtown area
is a lot to ask for from our police. We need to
support them! Support comes in many ways,
for sure one of the ways we can is by allowing
the police to have the station they require for
growth and preparedness. City of Claremont

2.6      ( 41  )
Ranked #170 of 192

2.6     
Ranked #171 of 192

( 32  )
















Time to campaign is important. The campaign
for the last measure was short. City of
Claremont

2.6     

( 10  )

Ranked #172 of 192

A lot of us are afraid of authority, uniforms,
weapons, inprisonment, control and you can’t
leave which that’s what the police station is.
2.5      ( 41  )
So have more open houses instead of tours
Ranked #173 of 192
because an open house would be less
intimidating then a tour because you can walk
in and out. City of Claremont

That every neighbor should pay the same
amount. That you’re asking the public to buy
the place our parents told us to never end up.
So it’s kind of a intimidating place to purchase.
City of Claremont

Personally I was never told anything about
the police growing up so give us a lesson on
what we should know. Also what you do in a
police station. City of Claremont

Sell rooms and parts of facility to donors.
Names can be placed on what donors bought.
Also, sell bricks with. Names to add to building
process, City of Claremont
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2.5      ( 41  )
Ranked #174 of 192

Is the current location the best for the new
station - could this west village area be better
utilized to generate tax income - boutique
2.5      ( 31  )
hotel retail? There are options and in terms of
Ranked #175 of 192
a location that is more easily accessible to City
trouble areas, the train delays at Indian Hill
could be tragic City of Claremont

Who wants to work in a windowless jail cell?
Unacceptable working conditions!! City of
Claremont
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2.5      ( 26  )
Ranked #176 of 192

2.4     

( 41  )

Ranked #177 of 192

2.4     
Ranked #178 of 192

( 38  )
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Look at local bank like US bank for a loan like
line of equity, a local bank is very interested
in helping community. Do we have a survey of
what our local police need from our officers?
City of Claremont

Incorporate the new PS as part of a cultural,
community art center - invigorate the
community and create interactive touch
points, bring us together because we are in
danger of destroying what makes Claremont
special and drives cultural heritage tourism
and revenues that impact our bottom line
City of Claremont

2.4      ( 38  )
Ranked #179 of 192

2.4      ( 31  )
Ranked #180 of 192

Why does this her need to be a 2/3 majority
That’s difficult for anything City of Claremont 2.4     

Seek advice from earthquake experts on the
likely magnitude and location of the next Big
One. If the San Andreas fault is close by and
due for a Big One, we need to know. City of
Claremont

cost location

2.3     

( 22  )

( 41  )

Ranked #182 of 192

2.3     

( 41  )

Ranked #183 of 192

City of Claremont

2.3     
Ranked #184 of 192
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Ranked #181 of 192

Personally I’ve never been in a police station
ever in my whole life and instead of sharing
just statistics share commitment to the
community I like the idea of a sales tax
increase for a period of time. City of
Claremont
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A small gym should be included in the design.
Officers need to stay in shape by exercising
regularly in order to be most effective and
avoid injuries. Make it easy for them. City of
Claremont
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Ask our legislators to initiate a ballot measure
setting 55% (not 2/3) as the vote needed to
approve a safety facility, just like school
2.1      ( 40  )
facilities. 55% is easier to get and fairer than
Ranked #187 of 192
2/3. which makes the yays get 2 votes for every
nay. City of Claremont
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City should sell a section of either Johnson
Pasture or Wilderness Park to a developer for
( 32  )
$25million for housing. Then use that money 2.1     
Ranked #188 of 192
to build the ne W police station on current site
on Bonita City of Claremont
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They are already in area in north east, north
west, south west area of claremont
unincorporated areas for ever. City of
Claremont
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That guy that had a bear in his car he didn’t
call 911 so there’s a lot of us who probably
don’t know a lot of things that would inform
us as well as Help us understand why it’s
needed as well as the devotion that the police
officers have to the community and why it’s
suppose to be a refuge. City of Claremont

2.2      ( 41  )
Ranked #185 of 192

2.2      ( 39  )
Ranked #186 of 192

2.0      ( 36  )
Ranked #189 of 192

http://studiogang.com/now/curbed-howjeanne-gangs-firm-designed-a-better-policestation
( 30  )
It gives back to the community and adds a layer 1.9     
Ranked #190 of 192
of cultural identity that the community can be
proud of - creates an interactive community
space. City of Claremont































Is there a list of some of our very wealthy
residents? If so, they could be asked to donate 1.8      ( 32  )
a large fund for radios, gps system, dispatch
Ranked #191 of 192
system, et City of Claremont
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See something say something. See what?
Sometimes it feels like the police think we
know what they know but we don’t. City of
Claremont
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How about bonding on future sales tax? If this
doesn't generate enough revenue in time,
maybe this could partially fund the station.
This way residents and anybody passing
through Claremont would be contributing.
City of Claremont

I want to see the Police Department get what
they need to keep our city safe. City of
Claremont

I would like the measure to be equitable
among the entire community including
residents, businesses and the colleges. I felt
like the majority of the cost in the last measure
(did not live here for the first measure) was
imposed on the residents. City of Claremont

None, Just Do It! CPD STATION IS OLD
OUTDATED City of Claremont

1.7     

( 39  )

Ranked #192 of 192

4.5     

(2 )

Not ranked

5.0     

(2 )

Not ranked

5.0      ( 2  )
Not ranked

5.0     

(3 )

Not ranked

The plan to fund the station doesn't have to
generated by one source or one type of tax.
Why not do a blended plan, sales and parcel
tax perhaps? This could make the plan a little
more equitable. City of Claremont

4.5     
Not ranked

(2 )




































The police department needs to be more
involved in letting the community know what
they need. Where is the Chief? This is why the
school bond passed. Superintendent was out
there getting everyone informed and involved.
City of Claremont

We need more of a contribution from the
Colleges If all the colleges pledge $3 million,
the new police station will be pretty much paid
for. Their previous pledge of $750K was a
joke. City of Claremont

4.0     

(2 )

Not ranked

3.0     
Not ranked

(1 )
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